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MEMORANDUM FOR: T. Ippolito, Chief, Operating Reactors Branch #3, D0R

FROM: G. Lainas, Chief, Plant Systems Branch, 00R

SUBJECT: HATCH - 1 END-OF-CYCLE RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP

We are reviewing this subject under TAC 11660. We have identified
certain additional information needed to complete this review. See
enclosed. Would you fonvard this request to the licensee.

G. Lainas, Chief
Plant Systems Branch
Divisien of Operating Reacters

Enclosure: ,..

As stated

Contact:
J.T. Beard
X-28077

cc w/ enclosure:
D. Verrelli
G. Lainas
D. Tor.ci
J.T. Beard
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ENCLOSURE
.

REQUEST h.; ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
HATCH UNIT 1

END-0F-CYCLE RECIRCULA7I~0N PUMP TRIP

1. The Technical Specifications change proposed lists of E0C-RPT with
the ATWS-RPT. The LC0's and surveillance requirements for these
two different RPT's are not comparable. Propose Technical Specifi-
cations separate from the ATWS-RPT which provide for the E0C-RPT that:

a. Each RPT system may be placed in an inoperable status for
required surveillance for up to 2 hours per month,

b. If one E0C-RPT system is inoperable for longer than 72 hours
or if both EOC-RPT systems are simultaneously inoperable, an
orderly power reduction will be imediately initiated and
reactor power will be <30% within 6 hours.

c. The RPT logics will be functionally tested monthly.

d. The RPT circuit breakers will be functionally tested during
each refueling outage.

e. The response time of the RPT logics and breakers will be
measured during each refueling outage.

It is desirable to indicate by footnote that: either of the two E0C-RPT
systems can trip both recirculation pumps. Each E0C-RPT system will
trip if 2-out-of-2 fast closure signals or 2-out-of-2 stop valve signals
are received.

2. a. The protective actions of the EOC-RPT must be independent of
control system actions. We consider breaker tripping to be
the protective action aad breaker closing to be a control
system action. Similar'.y, protective relaying, such as
differential over-current protection, does not related
directly to nuclear safety.

Discuss the features of the proposed E0C-RPT that provides
suitable independence between protective actions and control
system actions. No fault of the control system (e.g., blown
fuse) should render the protection system to be inoperable.

b. The E0C-RPT logic requires electric power to function. Describe
how the system will provide timely status indication to the
reactor operator in the case of a bluwn fuse.
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3. Describe the purpose, physical location, and actuating conditions
for the following contacts of the RPT circuits, as shown on print
H17822, Sh.17.

3A, 3B, 4A, 4B,
H H H H

3A, 3B, 4A, 4B,
rS CS CS CS

4. Print H17822 Sheet 17 refers to the following prints:

H17860, H17862, H17863

H17902, H17904, H17905

Please provide copies of these prints.
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